
Questions: 

1) A man walks around a square street of side 10 m in 40 sec. Calculate the displacement of the man at the end of 2 minutes 20 seconds. 

Soln: 

The man takes 40 sec to cover ( 4 • 10 ) 40 metres. This shows he covers one metre in one sec. 

In 2 min 20 sec (140 sec), he will cover a distance of 140 metres. 

Thus he completes ��o = 3.5 rounds in 2 min 20 sec. 

Hence it is noticed that he will be at the opposite side from where he started. 

Now considering two simple cases. 

Case (i) 

If the man started at a corner of the square street: 

In this case, the man would be diagonally opposite to the place from where he started 

Displacement= diagonal of square with side 10 metre. 

=14.1m 

Case (ii) 

The man started from the middle of the road. 

After the end time, he is in the opposite side of the road. 

Hence, the displacement is 1 O metre. 

2) Explain why the below statements about displacements are not true. 
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2. The magnitude of displacements are always greater than the distance travelled. 

Soln: 

1. The statement is not correct because when the object reaches the same point where it started, after its movement, its displacement is zero as the definition states that 
it is the distance between the starting point and the ending point 

2. The magnitude of displacement may or equal to the distance travelled but never greater than it because it is the measure of the shortest distance between the initial 
and final positions of the travelling object 

3) What is the difference between speed and velocity? 

Soln: 

Speed 

Defined as the ratio of distance travelled by the object in a given time. 

Doesn't have any direction. A scalar quantity 

Can never be negative because the distance travelled is always positive 

Velocity 

Defined as the ratio of displacement by the object during the given time period. 

Has an unique direction. A vector quantity. 

Can be a negative quantity as the displacement can be negative 

4) State the conditions when the average velocity of an object will be magnetically equal to its average speed. 

Sain: 

The average speed is defined as Avg Spd - Total distance covered 
' 

Total time taken 

Whereas the averaoe velocitv = Displ.acement 
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